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RESPONDS:

Thanks to DonaldJones for his thoughtful, trenchant response. It's especially
helpful becauseI'm still thinking through
the questions raised in "Ghosts." In the
spirit of Jones's call to negotiate authority in scholarshipas well as in classrooms,
I'll undertake such negotiation here.
I
Jones points out-rightly-that
don't show readers enough about how
students can use the tools of a liberal-arts
education to become better professional
practitioners. Thus I don't enable "readers to experience vicariously how this
negotiated authorityis to be enacted."As
a result, I "[remain] in an authoritarian
relationship with [my] College English
readers."While I didn't intend to establish such a relationship, I take Jones's
point that my limited demonstration
nonetheless does so. As he suggests, the
problem is that the article makes broad
theoretical claims without enough concrete demonstration. Exploring a written form that better negotiates with
readers is a worthwhile project. I use this
reply to attempt it, first by acknowledging Jones's key points and second by using them to offer an alternativedirection
for the piece. I agree with Jones's call for
more explicitnegotiation-and depiction
of negotiation-in scholarly work. I also
agree that I don't depict enough classroom negotiations for readersto see how,
as instructors, we all might negotiate authority with students. As Jones says, I
don't "suggestin enough detail how other
students can be encouragedto equal Rox's
achievement." He suggests I "could have
described how I plan[ned] to revise [my]

opening classes"andpersuasivelyusesVincent to show how I might have done so.
My own course revisions haven't
centered on using Vincent because, for
variousreasons, I haven'ttaught the same
texts or assignment sequence since the
course describedin "Ghosts."Rather,I'm
reworking my earlier critical pedagogy,
as I explain in an article in progress,
"Changing Direction: From Pursuing
CriticalPedagogy to Reducing Teacherly
Desire." I draw from it to show a negotiation of classroom authorityin the spirit
ofJones's suggested revision. In "Changing Direction," I begin with the resentment often generated by critical
pedagogy,as an approachstudents rightly
perceive as an effort to change them.
Next, I show that self-revision-including a teacher's self-revision-can more
effectively promote change in small systems like the classroom, depicting my
shift from critical pedagogy to an approach that promotes awarenessand lets
students determine the results and uses
of such awareness.
I explore this shift by describing a
sophomore/junior-level general education writing course I'm reworking. Here
I'll explicate an assignment from that
course to provide the detailJones says is
needed to show how negotiated authority could actually work. Students will
work in groups of four to conduct the
broad historical research for this assignment, but they'll write their papers individually on different biographical subjects. The text of the assignment follows:
You'vebeen askedto writean article
for a quarterlyglossymagazinethat
explores culture through people's in-
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dividualstories.The next issue will
focuson linkinghistoricalperspective
with currentissues.The editor has
invitedyou to composethe lead article for this issue.She'dlike the article to includetwo parts.Part 1 will
usea biographyformatto exploreone
specificaspectof your subject'slife.
It will showhow somekey historical
atcircumstance
shapedyoursubject's
about
that
and
values
titudes,actions,
aspectof life. (Yoursubjectmay be
anyonefrom a familymemberto a
well-knownfigure.)Part2 will use a
personalreflectionformatto explain
how a currentcircumstanceshaped
yourperspectiveon your subject.To
make the articleboth readableand
educational,you are to exploreone
themein both Part 1 andPart2. Finally, the editor would like you to
combinea narrativevoice,whereappropriate,with an analyticvoice.
Choose one historicalcircumstanceas the subjectfor everyonein
yourgroupto research.Thatway,you
can divideup some of the historical
researchyou'll need to do for the
project.Eachgroupmembershould
choose a differentpersonwhose life
was significantlyaffectedby this circumstance.
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learning. Thus it demonstratesthe value
of the work students are asked to do,
rather than merely assertingthat value,
as often happens when assignments are
framedin strictlyacademicterms. Finally,
the assignment asks students to examine
the role of culture in individuals' lives
while leaving them to draw their own
conclusions about the relative significance of social forces and individual
choice.
Yet the assignment also honors a
number of my instructional goals. It asks
students to examine the relationships
between cultural circumstances and
people's beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors;
in critical pedagogy's terms, it asks students to explore how people are formed
as subjects. It prompts students to reflect
on how their own experiences have
shaped their perspectives on a particular
topic, their biographee. It also positions
students to experiment with integrating
academic argument into other written
forms, namely narration and reflection.
Finally, it encourages students to link
personal interests and attitudes with academic research and writing. Thus it respects both students' and instructor's

This assignmentnegotiates with students
by framing itself as the kind of profesgoals.
sional assignment they might actually
I offer this explication to respond to
encounter. In doing so, it respects their
Jones's call for specifics and to enact the
educational goals. Further,its collaboranegotiation he advocates for scholarship
tive format honors the limits on students'
and teaching. While he may not himself
time and energy by allowing them to
choose the approach I've described, I
share some of the research required. In
hope he'll acknowledge the effort toward
addition, the assignment poses a realnegotiation, both in the assignment deworld problem for students to solve. As scribed and in
my reply to his response.
a result, it respects their need to see the
WayneStateUniversity
practical application of what they are
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